
Dynamic theories
of personality

From before Freud to a lot 
farther along than he...
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Speech transcript
• “I started my professional activity as a neurologist trying to 

bring relief to my neurotic patients. Under the influence of an 
older friend, and by my own efforts, I discovered some 
important new facts about the unconscious, insight in life, and 
the role of instinctual urges, and so on.”

• “Out of these findings grew a new science – psychoanalysis – 
a part of psychology, and a new method of treatment of the 
neuroses. I had to pay heavily for this bit of good luck. 
Treatment is not unique in my facts, and thought my theories 
unsavory. Resistance was strong and analysis. In the end, I 
succeeded in acquiring [?], and leading up an international 
psychoanalytic association. But the struggle is not yet over… .”

- Sigmund Freud



Fundamental concepts

Fundamental assumptions
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Personality Can Be 
Understood Through Science

• 19th Century science!
• Historical Determinism

– (as opposed to contemporary 
determinism)



19th Century science: Supporting 
evidence is necessary when 
proposing a theory

• ...But from case studies only
• No systematic experimentation
• No statistical analyses
• Why try to make Dynamic theory, esp. 

psychoanalysis scientific?
– maximize respect from other professions, 

from public
– provide easy "graft" onto medicine



How did Freud add the sheen 
of science?

• "psychic energy" (libido)
• "psychic energy is conserved"
• "Id presses for discharge"
• "Childhood leaves behind the 

superego as a precipitate"



Indirect Sign approach:

• Effect is observable, cause often is not
• Symptom (fear of snakes) = effect (not 

= problem...)
– cause  = underlying problem
– So, direct treatment at cause--underlying 

problem, rather than effect (symptom)



The Indirect Sign approach also:

• Had been given credence recently 
with Pasteur's work
– Louis Pasteur (1822-1895); [Freud 

(1856-1939)]
– Demonstrated that invisible agents 

(bacteria) cause some illnesses
– Showed how bacteria could be killed and 

illness prevented



An Alternative 
Conceptualization of “psycho-
malady:”

• the cause need not be:
– underlying
– current (still in existence)



Medical model for theory, 
research, & therapy

• Why?
– Freud's training

• Also allowed scientific inquiry within the 
(convenient) constraints of case study

• Practice typically provides funds and 
clients for research



A possibly fortuitous result of using 
the medical model as the 
framework for Dynamic theories:

• "We're all crazy, you know … "
– Medical model again:  our immune 

systems are constantly combating  illness 
(e.g., infection, excessive or inadequate 
responses to stresses)

– Analogously, our egos may be constantly 
engaged in defense of a related sort....



More reasons why the medical 
model was adopted…

• Speculation, by "Herr Doktor," was a 
valid means of inquiry

• Acceptance of evolution, that men 
and women are animals

• One result of the medical model, 
perhaps:
– Confidentiality of information revealed by 

patients



Also medical model:

• Conflicting internal forces potentially in 
balance (homeostasis)
– Pleasure Principle as intra-organism 

homeostasis
– Reality Principle as extra- and intra-

organism



Unconscious vs. conscious

• Abbreviated as  "ucs." vs. "cs."
• Dichotomy and concept introduced long 

before Freud
• Freud did add the preconscious ("able-to-

become-conscious")
• So,  ucs.,  pcs., and cs.
• Later crossed with a tripartite 

conceptualization of intra-psychic entities
– Superego
– Ego
– Id

• Notice:  there is no “sub”conscious…



Hydraulic model of processes 
responsible for personality

• numerous instincts press for discharge 
of pent-up need... 

• with two major directions of pressure:
• Life instincts, e.g., 

– Create, reproduce, nurture, parent

• Death instincts
– Destroy, e.g., murder
– …



Does death serve life or vice 
versa?

• "The goal of all life is death."  - 
Schopenhauer, as quoted by Freud 
(1920, p. 38)

• But some neoFreudians say..,
– Life uber alles
– What did Darwin say?



Development of personality as 
not inevitable, or entirely 
biological …

• … but an interaction of biology and 
socioenvironmental events

• We are free to determine our fate as a 
society ... if not as individuals.

• Need to explain 2 World Wars and the 
worst economic disaster in history (to 
date)



Do all Dynamic theories have a 
negative view of people?

• "I have found little that is 'good' about 
human beings on the whole....  In my 
experience most of them are trash."  - 
Sigmund Freud

• An alternative view entertained by 
some neoFreudians
– "We are all in the gutter, but some of us are 

looking at the stars."  - Oscar Wilde



PHILO-HISTORICAL ORIGINS 
OF DYNAMIC THEORY

• Plato’s Allegory of the Cave in the 
Republic
– mind-body division
– also conscious vs. unconscious?
– So, mirrored, in any case, the class 

structure of Greek society



Plato  introduced several 
Dynamic concepts:

• the atomization of personality
• a tripartite division of personality

– 1.  Desire:  the Lumen (the People) of the Republic
• Id

– 2.  Spirit:  the Republic's Guardians (Police)
• Ego

– 3.  Reason:  the Republic's Philosopher Kings
• Superego



Plato also introduced the crucial 
concept of a body-locus for 
different “parts” of personality

• Desire in the loins
– (Freud's "Id")

• Spirit in the heart
– (Freud's "Ego")

• Reason in the head
– (Freud's "Superego")



Other predecessors to 
Freud’s theory

• Darwin’s Evolution Revolution
– Science can be used to understand 

animals
– We seem to be animals
–  We can be understood via scientific study 

(at least partially -- and perhaps 
completely understood)



And more!

• Shakespeare
• Goethe
• Schopenhauer
• Leibniz
• Nietzsche
• Ernst Brucke

– noted physiologist
– gave Freud "energy systems" idea


